
Reduce IT support costs by optimizing business endpoints

Once endpoints stop working at peak performance, your entire business slows down. Inefficient endpoints 
which slow, crash or run out of disk space decrease employee productivity and unnecessarily drain 
valuable IT resources.

CCleaner Business Edition’s patented technology optimizes endpoints to ensure your business runs 
efficiently – without you doing a thing. It cleans unnecessary files, recovers hard drive space, reduces 
crashes and speeds up endpoints automatically, whilst protecting privacy and security. CCleaner Business 
Edition cleans multiple user profiles, updates automatically, supports scripting and comes with priority 
technical support. If you’re looking for a cost-effective solution to maintain desktops, servers and virtual 
endpoints, look no further than CCleaner Business Edition.

CCLEANER BUSINESS EDITION HIGHLIGHTS

DATASHEETSDATASHEET

1. CCleaner Business Edition 
analyzes endpoints to see what 
can be cleaned. Your IT team 
has control over what gets 
cleaned at all times.

3. CCleaner Business Edition 
removes tracking cookies, while 
keeping the cookies your 
employees need to access 
web-based or intranet 
applications.

2. The patented Registry 
cleaner locates and fixes 
problems in the Registry to 
maintain stability.
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CCLEANER BUSINESS EDITION - HIGHER EFFICIENCY, LOWER IT COSTS

Optimize endpoints
CCleaner’s patented cleaner speeds up endpoints and cleans out unneccessary files that take up valuable 
hard drive space. It also clears old Registry entries that can lead to instability.

Reduce IT support costs
Optimized endpoints mean less need for in-house or outsourced support. CCleaner Business Edition frees 
up IT resources to handle other tasks.

Maintain security
Advertisers and websites track your employees online with ‘cookies’ that stay on the endpoint. CCleaner 
erases these cookies so company data stays confidential.

Protect your company’s privacy
CCleaner can clear browser history, passwords, and other information. Employees can also use it to 
securely erase sensitive files to prevent data theft and other concerns.

Increase productivity
CCleaner stops Windows from running unnecessary background programs during startup that slow 
endpoints down. The result is faster boot time and increased productivity.

Increase ROI on existing hardware
By using CCleaner Business Edition on your existing endpoints, you can be sure to maximize your 
investment in existing infrastructure. 

FEATURES

CCleaner Business Edition is the cost-effective way to keep endpoints running like new, to prevent 
business interruptions and ensure employees can get to work quickly. CCleaner Business Edition can 
clean endpoints in under a minute, so there’s no downtime. 

Automated cleaning
Gain total control by scripting CCleaner so it 
runs across endpoints without you doing a 
thing.

One-click cleaning
Basic usage of CCleaner Business Edition 
only requires one mouse click. It’s so 
straightforward that any employee can use  
and it’s completely safe.
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Full customization
CCleaner Business Edition enables granular 
control of what is cleaned and what is kept 
on an endpoint. Advanced users or IT 
workers can also automate it using simple 
scripting. It can run on a schedule, clean 
custom applications and more. No 
complicated programming language or 
knowledge is needed – scripting uses 
standard Windows text files.

Priority technical support
CCleaner Business Edition comes with 
priority technical support by email, and our 
support representatives are trained in 
supporting small-to-medium businesses 
just like yours. They will resolve any issues 
in a quick and friendly manner.

Outstanding
CNET

CCleaner is the ultimate 
system-cleaning tool

PC World

Get it, run it on a schedule and 
enjoy your faster computer

Lifehacker.com

It’s tiny, fast and thorough
About.com

CCleaner gets rid of it all in one brief
operation; easy to use and essential 

for your piece of mind
Daily Telegraph

Supports all endpoints
CCleaner Business Edition is designed to 
work on all Windows-based endpoints in the
organization. It supports physical endpoints, 
virtual endpoints, servers and terminal 
services.

Cleans multiple user profiles
CCleaner Business Edition can clean all user 
accounts on a multi-user endpoint at once.
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

CCleaner Business Edition is fully tested and compatible with the following operating systems:

•    Windows 10 (all editions, including 64-bit)

•    Windows 8/8.1 (all editions, including 64-bit)

•    Windows 7 (all editions, including 64-bit)

•    Windows Vista (all editions, including 64-bit)

•    Windows XP (all 32-bit and 64-bit)

•    Windows Server 2003, 2008 and 2012
     (all editions)

Business
Edition

Technician
Edition

Network
Edition

Network
Professional

Security: Protects online privacy

Windows: Clean and optimize

Speed: Instantly faster endpoints

Complete: All user profiles

Latest: Automatic updates

Network: Remote management

Management: Network reporting

Audit: Computer health scores

Scale: Multiple networks

Portable: Installs to USB drive

Support: Priority tech support

Suitability

Licensing

Automatic: Scripted cleaning

Optimize: Disk defragmentation

Small or Medium
Business

Per Endpoint

Independent 
Technician

Per Technician

Medium or Large
Enterprise

Per Endpoint

Medium or Large
Enterprise

Per Endpoint
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